"The spark deserves
citation."
-EBONYJANICE

FEATURED:

freepeople@thefreepeopleproject.com

WHO IS EBONYJANICE?
EDUCATOR. ACTIVIST. PREACHER. HIP HOP WOMANIST. COACH. FREE GIRL. CREATOR. PODCASTER. TELEVISION COMMENTATOR.

EbonyJanice Moore is a womanist scholar, author, and activist doing community-organizing work, most specifically around black women’s body
ownership as a justice issue, black women's access to ease, joy, and play, and Hip Hop as a tool for sociopolitical and spiritual/religious
movement making. She has created curriculum for leadership development for high school-aged girls in Kenya and South Africa, developed
programming for teenagers in housing projects in Decatur, Georgia giving them exposure to culture, STEM programs, and the arts, and she
supports the tuition of several girl students at PACE High School in Nyahururu, Kenya - towards her passion to ensure gender parity in spaces
considered "the least of these."
EbonyJanice has presented papers on Hip Hop as Liberation Theology, Hip Hop As The Language Of The AfroFuture, Black Girl Hand Games As
Spiritual and Religious Ritual, Beyonce & African Spirit Justice, and Hip Hop And Womanist Theology at Princeton University, Columbia University,
the University of Chicago, the Institute of Buddhist Studies, the Graduate Theological Union, University of Southern California, and UC Berkeley.
Her research interests include issues pertaining to blackness, woman-ness, and spirituality - most specifically black women's use of spirit,
conjure, and/or the supernatural as a tool to impact social justice, and the pluralism of Black Christianity and the interconnectedness of the
Southern Black Christian experience with Indigenous African religions and African Spirituality. She is a Hip Hop Scholar and hosts a podcast
focused on hip hop and womanism called Rap Theology. She recently performed an original creative piece about The Rebellion at Igbo Landing
at The Public Theater in New York City and is currently working on an expansion of that play focused on the women that often get lost in the
story.
EbonyJanice has a B.A. in Cultural Anthropology and Political Science, and a Master of Arts in Social Change with a concentration in Spiritual
Leadership, Womanist Theology, and Racial Justice. She is the founder of Black Girl Mixtape, a multi-platform self think-space, centering the
intellectual authority of black women in the form of a lecture series, a podcast, and an online learning institute lead by black women scholars.
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ARTISTIC/SPEAKING RESUME
The Public Theater #BARS - The Rebellion At Igbo Landing
Princeton University: Hip Hop IS The Afrofuturistic Langauge of The Black Impossible
University of Chicago: Keep Yo Motha Freakin Chakras Open: A Hip Hop Womanist Workshop on Black Women's Self Care Ritual Creation
Columbia University: Hip Hop As Liberation Theology
UC Berkeley: Hip Hop As A Creole & Political Language
Teaching Dialogue at Claremont Lincoln University
Teaching Women & Gender Studies at New Jersey City University
Grow With Google Minority Business Accelerator
Good Ancestor Podcast Guest
Featured on Madame Noire, Millennial Womanists, NextShark, Blavity, XO Necole
Graduate Theological Union - Beyonce & African Spirit Justice
Institute of Buddhist Studies: Hip Hop Womanism Through The Lens of Black Girl Ritual Behaviors
The University of Southern California: Lemonade as a Testimony Service
Boys & Girl Club San Francisco: Hip Hop As A Tool for Social Justice Advocacy
Power Rising Black Women's Conference Panel Moderator: Imposter Syndrome
Auburn Seminary: Sojourner Truth Leadership Circle Retreat
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The purpose of The Free People Project is to
empower people into truth, minister to the
broken-hearted, and equip people to pursue
their passion, purpose, and freedom in lavish
and extraordinary ways. With emphasis on
Scholarship,
Social
Justice,
Sister
EmPOWERment, Spirituality, and Self Care,
#TheFreePeopleProject creates programming,
curates content, and holds safe space for
community building around issues related to
and important to marginalized people –
specifically people of color–more specifically
black people – more specifically black women.

The purpose of Emma's Legacy Foundation is
to support Black women with the tools and
resources to expand their inner capacity to
heal, dream, create, and actualize as their
higher selves. Emma's Legacy Foundation is
healing the diaspora by centering the spiritual
and intellectual authority of Black women.

BLACK GIRL MIXTAPE

Black Girl Mixtape is a multi-platform safe
think space amplifying and celebrating the
voices of Black women as the authority.
Black Girl Mixtape is an on-going Womanist
workshop, a lecture series tour, and an
online institution featuring Black women
leaders and educators.
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THE EBONYJANICE PROJECT

Dream Yourself Free Is a Masterclass
Intensive doing the deep healing work
of intergenerational healing, ritual
creation, spirituality as a tool for
creating a just and equitable society,
prioritizing pleasure, shifting our
money and success blueprint, and
journaling our way into liberation.
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THE ESSENTIAL WORK OF EBONYJANICE
HIP HOP WOMANISM
Hip Hop Womanism is a socio-political/spiritual-religious methodology considering the ethical responsibility of including hip hop in any conversation about what is credible politically,
spiritually, and culturally. The suggestion is that Hip Hop is as worthy, welcome, and wise as any other sacred text and authority.

#PREACH EB
Preach Eb is a growing contribution to a spiritual, ethical, and intellectual conversation on hip hop womanism. It is ethical to include this important culture in a discussion of eternity,
salvation, grace, love, righteousness, and God. EbonyJanice is using ethnomusicology as a tool to exegete "wisdom" found in hip hop lyrics and scripture from the sacred text of her
spiritual and religious practice - The Bible. She believes that we can also find wisdom from hip hop artists in spite of and despite the many ways they can be problematic. Search the
hashtag #PreachEb on the Instagram for 500+ video entries on this subject.

CASUALLY BRILLIANT
Casually Brilliant is a Zooms With Friends Masterclass series that features some of my close friends and long time faves talking about our life, healing, knowing, and growing in these
times. The term “Casual Brilliance” is something that came to me a few years ago on my journey to decolonizing my own intellect and authority and healing from my imposter syndrome.
I realized that often my brilliance showed up in very casual spaces that wouldn’t have been historically considered credible or sacred which is why I didn’t totally understand how
profound something so casually brilliant could be. It became a part of my mission to make every space that my casual brilliance showed up (everywhere) sacred and holy. Even a Zoom
call. Or should I say, especially what you’re about to experience over the next few months through Season 1 of this MASTERCLASS series.
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IMPACT
“I’ve been an organizer my whole life. I’ve been a lifetime NAACP member since I was a little girl. I’ve marched, and I’ve done all of those
things,” Moore told Supermajority News.

RACHEL CARGLE
Public Academic, Writer & Lecturer
“…real life friend & my teacher. Much of
what I now understand about the world
and myself has come from my learning
with and from her.

ELIZABETH GILBERT
Author of Eat Pray Love
"Everything she creates is a ministry
of grace."

LAYLA F. SAAD
Educator & Author of Me & White
Supremacy
“EbonyJanice is a voice I turn to again and
again as I travel on my own journey of selfownership as a black woman and a leader. her
womanist wisdom is a constant anchor for me,
and the way she preaches and teaches always
gets right to the core of what I need to hear,
see and do.”

THEA MONYEE
Author & Licensed Therapist
“EbonyJanice’s work is not simply
inspiring, its ministry.”

CHAD MOSES
Director of Outreach and Experience,
To Write Love on Her Arms
EbonyJanice occupies the Venn Diagram slice of
"Urgency" and "Wonder": someone who holds a
vision of a better tomorrow with care and yet is
committed to the work and grit required to
manifest the change we hunger for today. She
communicates her lived experiences in a manner
that is anything besides self-serving, rather she
tirelessly casts her net wider and wider in the
hopes of empathetically drawing in future
champions for racial justice, mental health, selfcare, and the value of grounded wholeness. I've
known EbonyJanice to be a megaphone for
marginalized
voices
and
a
crowbar
to
complacency, and I am confident that every
community would benefit from welcoming her
instruction and perspectives.

HOW WE CAN WORK TOGETHER
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE A MAJOR ORGANIZATION TO INVITE ME TO COME DO WORK WITH YOUR COMMUNITY.
Send an email to freepeople@thefreepeopleproject.com and my team will work with you to assist with confirming a location and potential
community/local business funding to support you in budgeting for travel, my speaking fees, event location, marketing, etc.

Invite me to Preach
Invite me to Speak
Invite me to Teach
Invite me to Lecture
Invite me to Host
Invite me to Moderate
Invite me to Coach
Invite me to Consult
Invite me to Workshop

EMAIL

WEBSITE

PHONE NUMBER

freepeople@thefreepeopleproject.com

ebonyjanice.com

704.931.3206

